V:O:I:C:E of
Candidate
Experience

CURRENT STATE
V:O:I:C:E is a customized solution which captures
the candidate experience across the recruitment
lifecycle and determines the dimensions that
create maximum impact.

The Standard Reactions

“We are witnessing a complete new trend, where in candidates are
rejecting the interview panels and forming impressions which are
very contradictory to what we stand for”
“We are not sure at what stage of the hiring process we are losing
the ‘psychological contract’ with our prospective candidates, our
conversion ratios and infant mortality rates have never been so bad”
“Our current analysis is so busy with infant mortality and other
attrition analysis that we often miss the strategic insights which can
arise from the V:O:I:C:E (Voice of Candidate Experience) for
monitoring and expanding the long-term strategy of employer
branding and hiring strategy“

Undermining the potential of prospective candidates as
brand ambassadors.
Presence of active social media and other online
platforms makes it an easy and available means for
dissatisfied candidates to vent
Losing out on potential candidates due to non agile
processes and rigid levers, can stagnate a better
outcome.
No feedback system available for the talent acquisition
team to gauge the intent of the prospective employee

CHALLENGES

SCIENCE
“Deductive Approach” method based on scientific
principle of research is applied to draw inferences
across various dimensions of the candidate
experience during the recruitment lifecycle.

V:O:I:C:E can be a combination of conversations and
a survey tool that captures the experience of the
candidate immediately at the end of the interview &
recruitment process (post 48 hours). This is followed
by a dashboard and quarterly analysis which will help
identify the strengths and areas of focus.

Product & product as a service

V:O:I:C:E can be acquired as a product, wherein all

the controls are with the client or can be acquired as
a combination of product and service where we
manage the product for you.

Interview based questionnaire

Survey questionnaire is designed to uncover
relationships in the data like, online perceptions
Vs reality, job sales pitch Vs reality, recruitment
lifecycle, brand image, competiton landscape
candidate experience etc.

Easy to feed in data and upload on
the dashboard

To improve qualitative and quantitative measurements,
surveys are built for each stage of a candidate’s
interaction with the organisation.

Excel based dashboard

The excel spreadsheet needs to be populated with data to
view its visual representation in the dashboard. Saves time,
money and effort. Thanks to automated reporting and user
friendly dashboards where no prior expertise is required.

SOFTWARE

Collect and curate the data

Collect and curate data from all possible demographics.
Randomize the data and schedule telephonic interviews with the
randomly sampled participants across the recruitment lifecycle.

Conduct the survey

Conduct the survey (average call time - 30 minutes) post interview
by calling each interested applicant based on the standard
questionnaire prepared.

Capture the feedback

Feedback and responses captured along the survey are validated
for data analysis including call audits and data verification.

Measure the feedback

Dashboard analytics are triggered to analyze data and make
necessary recommendations encompassing dimensions like
competition landscape, recruitment lifecycle, online perceptions
Vs reality, job sales pitch Vs reality etc.

BLUEPPRINT

Job Sales Pitch

Job Sales pitch is the information provided by the organization
about the role and responsibility of the prospective candidate
in order to enthuse him/her to join the organization.

Compensation

Candidates perform benchmarking to gauge the attractiveness
of the job offer by comparing it to a similar position with the
competitors.

Online Perceptions Vs Reality

The online reviews of a particular organization on various social
media sites are used by prospective candidates to decide about
the job offer from the organization.
Online Perceptions Vs Reality helps to identify the gap
experienced by the candidates.

V:O:I:C:E
KEY FEATURES

Recruitment Lifecycle

The entire process of hiring, from the initial screening of the
candidates to the final on-boarding is termed as recruitment
lifecycle.

Competition Landscape

Competition landscape is a business analysis which identifies
direct and indirect competitors and at the same time, it facilitates
the comprehension of their mission, vision, core values, niche
market, strengths and weaknesses.

Candidate Experience

Candidate experience is how job seekers perceive and react to
employer's sourcing, recruiting, interviewing, hiring and
on-boarding processes. It reflects a person's feelings about the
entire interview process from the initial stage to the final stage.

Feedback

Feedback is a process wherein the interviewer gives constructive
feedback to the candidate to help him improve.

Brand Impression

Brand Impression is the perception of the brand in the
mind of the candidate. It is an aggregate of beliefs, ideas, and
impressions that a candidate holds about the brand.
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Detailed analytics with multiple filters to gain
knowledgeable insights.

Interactive dashboard provides a range of
options, from simple deep dive analytics to
predictive patterns.

DASHBOARD

DASHBOARD

Similar Intelligent Tools

Reach out to us for an enhancing
candidate experience
www.thestrategistand.in
knowmore@thestrategist.in
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